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This was not a trivial task. It took a few days to
figure out what the code was doing and ultimately
what the problem was. The main problem was the
following. The application was loading some fonts
at start up. One of the fonts used was a symbols
font. However, the symbols font that was used

was one that came bundled with the application
and it was not on the target machine. That meant
that every single time the application was started
the symbols font was loaded. Once the symbols

font was loaded, the application continued to
allocate memory for the symbols and any text
that was in that font. Fortunately for us, the

application was a very light weight one so I was
able to fire up the memory profiler and delete the

symbols font and send it back to the vendor. I
added back in the symbols font and ran the

application again. I was a bit surprised to see it
used less memory then the first time. I assumed
that it was loading the symbols font every time
because it was garbage collected What it really

showed me is that every time the application was
started, a new context was made. That context

was used for all the text that was displayed. Once
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the symbols font was removed, the context used
for displaying the text is freed up and reused,

resulting in less memory being used. The problem
is that in this case, the symbols font was only

needed for the first run of the application, since
symbols were not used after that, no symbols font

was needed. This is a very good example of not
realizing if you are using a memory profiler. If you

are profiling the application, you should not
expect to have to load a new symbols font to

generate results. Keep in mind that a symbol font
is not used the entire time the application runs.

You only need to have the font loaded for the first
run. 5ec8ef588b
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